
Eight Myths  
About the  
LoadRunner Family
And how to continue innovating 
and delivering value with 
LoadRunner solutions.



You’ve invested 
in LoadRunner 
solutions to deliver 
high-performing 
applications.  
Do you have all  
the facts?

Micro Focus is the industry leader in 
performance engineering solutions. More 
than 25 years ago, we released the first 
performance testing product, LoadRunner. 
And we have been innovating performance 
testing ever since. 

With increasing industry pressure to rapidly release software, we 
launched an enterprise solution, followed by extending the 
LoadRunner platform to deliver a cloud solution. 

We’ve received lots of positive feedback on the LoadRunner family, 
but there are numerous negative claims that are simply not true. 

This eBook outlines eight common myths and shines a light 
on recent innovations you should consider when using or 
considering LoadRunner solutions.



LoadRunner Family Myths

Myth 01   Scripting is complicated with LoadRunner solutions.

Myth 02    LoadRunner solutions do not fully integrate with continuous testing.

Myth 03  It takes too long to set up a test with LoadRunner solutions.

Myth 04  LoadRunner solutions are not 100% open source-compatible.

Myth 05  LoadRunner family testing tools are not suited for every team member.

Myth 06	 	 LoadRunner	solutions	are	difficult	to	scale.

Myth 07  LoadRunner solutions do not have comprehensive analytics.

Myth 08  LoadRunner solutions are outdated.
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Scripting is complicated 
with LoadRunner solutions.

Scripting is a core focus of our performance 
testing solutions.

Myth 01 Fact

Scripts help your users to simulate a business process 
and how real users will interact with the application they’re 
testing. Over the years, we’ve created new protocols to 
make scripting simpler, easier to maintain, and generally 
faster. Our online editor records your actions as you 
navigate through your business process. It creates a script 
in real-time, allowing you to see the steps you complete in 
a sidebar.

And with VuGen, (Virtual User Generator), you can easily 
create, record, correlate, replay, and enhance scripts for 
more effective load testing. VuGen assets are reusable 
with all LoadRunner solutions, which minimizes script and 
scenario duplication.

When creating DevWeb scripts (which are pure JavaScript), 
you can record, script, and execute load tests in your 
favorite IDE as part of the continuous testing process. 

Reduce scripting time and gain simple, intuitive control of 
your scripts using the JavaScript SDK. The ability for native 
string manipulation and asynchronous pattern handling lets 
you reuse code from the application.

The DevWeb script can then be shared and run natively 
on any LoadRunner solution. DevWeb connects all project 
stakeholders at different testing stages to the continuous 
performance testing process.

Learn how Orange Crest Consulting 
starts testing earlier and enables 
shifting performance testing to the 
left and right:

Learn more about 
using VuGen

TruClient Tutorial

Read the full story ›

Get more information ›
Watch the video ›

With the majority of performance 
testing done through a single  
solution, we can use our test team 
much	more	flexibly	to	reduce	
downtime and optimize our skills  
pool across our various client 
projects. We spend less time creating 
and maintaining test scripts and have 
more opportunity for reusing scripts 
across	different	projects.

“

Emiel Smetsers
Technical Lead, OrangeCrest Consulting

Figure 1 - VuGen screenshot

https://www.microfocus.com/media/case-study/orangecrest-consulting-cs.pdf
https://admhelp.microfocus.com/vugen/en/2020_SP2-SP3/help/WebHelp/Content/WelcomeContent/c_Welcome_Vugen.htm?tocpath=Get%20Started%7C_____1
https://youtu.be/xM3xk1aENn4?rel=0
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LoadRunner solutions do 
not fully integrate with 
continuous testing.

LoadRunner	solutions	extensive	integrations	
enable continuous testing.

Myth 02 Fact

User experience plays a significant role during short 
development cycles, frequent releases, and changing  
market needs. You need quality standards throughout the 
SDLC. Continuous testing and performance engineering 
enable users to build all the necessary performance metrics 
from the initial design.

We’ve been working with our customers to include 
performance testing as part of their pipelines. Broadening 
the integration of performance into the CI/CD process helps 
you balance and prioritize responsibilities across developers, 
testers, and performance engineers. However, integrating with 
today’s complex toolchains and getting developers involved 
in the process isn’t a simple feat. You need an open approach 
that brings together and enhances the technologies DevOps 
and Agile teams need to test their way. 

LoadRunner solutions have dozens of built-in integrations 
across IDE, CI/CD, open source, monitoring, and  
source-code management tools:

•  IDE Integrations: Visual Studio, Eclipse, IntelliJ.
•  CI/CD integrations: Jenkins, Azure DevOps, TeamCity, 

Bamboo, AWS CodePipeline.
•  Open source integrations: Gatling, JMeter, JUnit, 

NUnit, Selenium. 
•  APM and monitoring: New Relic, AppDynamics, Dynatrace.
•  SCM integrations: Git and Git Hub.

The LoadRunner family embraces an open approach to your 
broader ecosystem with extensive integrations to enable 
continuous testing. Additionally, our products are now open 
by exposing REST APIs so that tests can be executed from 
any solution.

LoadRunner Professional gave 
us a robust performance testing 
framework with industry-leading,  
in-built capabilities. We found we 
could enter all our client activity, 
merge our interactions into one 
master performance testing  
scenario, and replicate from there.

“
Learn how Points Bets 
continuous development  
and testing process through 
GitHub integration:

Read the case study ›

Figure 2 - Extensive integrations 
enable continuous testing

Pranay Agarwal
SRE & Performance Lead, PointsBet Australia

*Marks are proprietary of their respective owners. Not all integrations are supported across all products.
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https://www.microfocus.com/media/case-study/pointsbet-cs.pdf
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It takes too long to set up 
a test with LoadRunner 
solutions.

The	LoadRunner	family	offers	flexible	
options to enable quick testing.

Myth 03 Fact

Set up and run tests in minutes with a 100% cloud-based 
solution that eliminates infrastructure management. 
LoadRunner Cloud automatically creates tests on demand.

Seamlessly leverage public cloud infrastructure to deploy 
load generators (LGs). Scale up and down based on your 
performance testing needs.

With cloud testing, you can quickly and elastically scale up 
tests to meet the demands of your customer-facing business 
applications, reducing the cost and overhead of managing 
dedicated machines.

You can also build a collaborative environment and share a 
common infrastructure. Execute multiple performance tests 
concurrently and continuously, and share all relevant assets to 
test more quickly and deliver faster results.

Plugins for continuous integration provide a mechanism for 
executing performance tests as part of a build. Additionally, 
users can synchronize tests from YAML files saved in a Git 
repository and create tests from YAML input, allowing them to 
run tests quickly.

Learn how easily you can 
set up and run a test with 
LoadRunner Cloud

Deploy LoadRunner 
Enterprise load 
generators on AWS

Learn how easily you can 
set up and run a test with 
LoadRunner Enterprise

Watch the video › Watch the video › Watch the video ›

You can create the test script and 
then simulate thousands of users 
very, very easily. Instead of having  
to have lots-and-lots of systems  
that would emulate users, you just 
needed a couple to emulate tens  
of thousands of users.

The most important added value we 
see is that we don’t have to manage 
our load generation mechanism  
now. All we need to do is just clear  
the scripts, upload them, and we  
are good to go. That relieves us  
from having to consider the time 
it takes to create or maintain the 
hardware load generation.

“

“
David Collier

Vivek Koul

Co-Founder at Nobius IT

Performance Engineering Manager
McGraw-Hill

Read the review on  
PeerSpot ›

Case study ›

https://www.microfocus.com/media/data-sheet/stormrunner-load-ds.pdf
https://www.microfocus.com/media/data-sheet/stormrunner-load-ds.pdf
https://www.microfocus.com/media/data-sheet/performance_center_ds.pdf
https://youtu.be/wd1uhPCgF9U
https://youtu.be/wd1uhPCgF9U
https://players.brightcove.net/5456344257001/HkaDA1joZ_default/index.html?videoId=6179345147001
https://players.brightcove.net/5456344257001/HkaDA1joZ_default/index.html?videoId=6179345147001
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A1fC2SrPa0k
https://www.itcentralstation.com/product_reviews/micro-focus-loadrunner-enterprise-review-118707-by-david-collier
https://www.itcentralstation.com/product_reviews/micro-focus-loadrunner-enterprise-review-118707-by-david-collier
https://www.microfocus.com/en-us/case-study/mcgraw-hill
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LoadRunner solutions 
are not 100% open 
source-compatible.

LoadRunner solutions support 
common open source tools.

Myth 04 Fact

JMeter, Gatling, Selenium, Junit, and NUnit script reuse are 
all open source tools that LoadRunner solutions support. 
You can execute the scripts these tools generate without 
converting or adjusting them. We want our users to bring 
existing assets, such as functional scripts, and reuse them 
in a performance test to save time.

The LoadRunner Family embraces different testing tools 
for scripting, complemented by advanced execution and 
analytics capabilities.

Automation support improves coverage and allows 
test teams to work with tools they are familiar with. 
LoadRunner solutions support many common open 
source solutions. They not only work in conjunction 
with open source tools but also enhance them. The 
LoadRunner family helps speed up test efforts by 
maximizing these resources and reusing assets.

As teams were adopting DevOps 
practices, we were increasingly asked 
to build and test integrations between 
our solutions and the tools in use 
within the DevOps teams. We also saw 
a	definite	increase	in	the	adoption	
of open source tools throughout the 
group.	We	firmly	believe	in	choosing	
the best tool for the job and give our 
developers and Quality Assurance 
(QA) engineers the freedom to make 
this choice.

“

Large UK Financial  
Services Company     

Learn	more	about	the	benefits	
of using LoadRunner solutions 
with open source tools. 

Read the case study ›
Case study ›

https://www.microfocus.com/media/data-sheet/loadrunner_ds.pdf
https://youtu.be/wd1uhPCgF9U
https://www.microfocus.com/en-us/case-study/mcgraw-hill
https://www.microfocus.com/en-us/case-study/large-uk-financial-services-company
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Speed is critical in this organization. 
Dealing	with	two	or	three	different	
ways to do the same thing is very 
difficult,	but	the	processes	we	have	
now implemented with Micro Focus 
are more standard, faster, and simpler. 
Everybody knows what they need to 
do, and they don’t have to deal with 
complexity.

LoadRunner family testing 
tools are not suited for 
every team member.

Developers, QA, testers, and performance 
engineers can easily use LoadRunner tools.

Myth 05 Fact

LoadRunner solutions are for every team member, expanding 
performance testing to new roles. They offer different 
user interfaces and tools to involve different personas in 
performance testing efforts.

In fact, these tools break down silos and enable teams to 
collaborate closely. Using LoadRunner solutions, anyone can 
reuse assets and share comprehensive real-time analytics, 
keeping everyone connected.

Micro Focus Performance Engineering solutions include 
LoadRunner Developer for developers, TruClient for less 
experienced scripters, VuGen for performance engineers, 
LoadRunner Professional for co-located teams, LoadRunner 

Pavel Masyutin
Former Chief Engineer for Maintenance Testing Tools

“

Enterprise for distributed teams, and LoadRunner 
Cloud, which facilitates cloud testing. All products have 
features and capabilities that enable different personas 
to use the tools and their skills.

Performance engineering teams work together from  
start	to	finish:

• Developers script, model scenarios, run tests, and 
quickly analyze the results—without leaving their usual 
developer ecosystem.

• Developers and devtesters engage in performance 
engineering earlier. This involvement provides the early 
feedback needed to deliver applications faster, with 
less risk and higher quality.

• Engineers and testers collaboratively share resources 
and results in real time, such as advanced scheduling, 
simulation of real-world scenarios, superior execution, 
network emulation from different geographic locations, 
and more detailed analytics that help isolate and 
identify performance issues before release.

Figure 3 - LoadRunner family

Learn how the LoadRunner 
family enables you to achieve 
high performance with 
teamwork and modernization

Shift Performance Testing  
Left to Overcome Obstacles  
to DevOps & Agile Practices

Watch the webinar ›
Watch the webinar ›

LoadRunner
Professional
Project oriented 
for the most 
technical users

LoadRunner
Enterprise
CoE ready for 
global collaboration

LoadRunner
Cloud
Ultimate scalability
when you need it

LoadRunner
Developer
Developer-centric
using the IDE 
of choice

https://www.brighttalk.com/webcast/8653/389120?utm_source=blog&utm_medium=blog&utm_campaign=00167238
https://www.brighttalk.com/webcast/8653/405655?utm_campaign=knowledge-feed&utm_source=brighttalk-portal&utm_medium=web
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Micro Focus LoadRunner Enterprise 
SaaS works well for us because of 
its	flexibility.	We	could	start	with	a	
limited	number	of	users	and	expand	
as needed. There’s no big capital 
expense,	and	we	can	charge	services	
back to the bottlers.

As part of our LoadRunner Cloud 
testing, we went as high as 50,000 
concurrent users, so we have now 
moved some of our bigger test  
suites onto LoadRunner Cloud.

LoadRunner solutions are 
difficult	to	scale.

LoadRunner	solutions	deliver	a	flexible	and	scalable	
approach to infrastructure, licensing, and workloads.

Myth 06 Fact

LoadRunner Cloud is designed to handle massive scale.  
No additional hardware required. Test applications with over 
five million virtual users from geographic locations around 
the world—all in a matter of minutes.

When using LoadRunner solutions, you pick the  
deployment option that works best for you and minimize 
infrastructure needs with options spanning on-premises, 
Docker containers, software-as-a-service (SaaS), or load  
generators provisioned in the cloud using CloudBurst.  

If you have a subscription with public cloud providers (AWS or 
Microsoft Azure), LoadRunner Enterprise offers these options 
as well. You can dynamically provision hosts on demand 
without having to manage complex infrastructures.

Load generator flexibility across the entire LoadRunner family 
helps you to scale. Several capabilities—including OneLG, a 
combined installer for on-premises load generators—helps 
you flexibly scale up or down without a lot of extra work.

Case study ›

Case study ›

Coke One North America (CONA) 
scales users and loads without 
service interruption

Read the full story ›

“

“

Andrei Semenov

Vivek Koul

Senior Manager PMO & Enablement
CONA Services LLC

Performance Engineering Manager
McGraw-Hill

https://www.microfocus.com/media/success-story/cona_services_llc_ss.pdf
https://www.microfocus.com/en-us/case-study/mcgraw-hill
https://www.microfocus.com/media/success-story/cona_services_llc_ss.pdf
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LoadRunner solutions do 
not have comprehensive 
analytics.

Your teams can leverage automated and graphical 
analysis to help isolate the root cause and use data 
visualization to make smarter decisions.

Myth 07 Fact

The LoadRunner family empowers your teams with data 
visualization capabilities, enabling them to view data, 
manipulate it, and then make the right decision.

Automated and graphical analysis can significantly reduce 
the time you spend analyzing data. Ultimately, you want 
to identify problems faster and use predictive analytics to 
help understand anomalies and problems in real time. Easily 
interpret the test results to identify the performance profile 
of the application, and then determine the mitigation options 
with intuitive analytics.

During the graphical analysis process, you can:

• Capture valuable metrics on how the application behaves 
under different virtual user loads. 

• Compare multiple metrics from both the same and  
old tests runs.

• Compare existing test run to a benchmark.

• Get real-time results and enhanced data visualization with 
Grafana and InfluxDB. 

Did you know that LoadRunner solutions offer visibility into 
the test status across the entire enterprise? They also provide 
performance trending information across multiple tests. You 
can define a baseline and set up reports. These capabilities 
help you quickly see how the application performance trends 
over subsequent iterations and performs against defined 
SLAs. With detailed root cause analysis, users can get test 
data displayed both in real time and offline. The online and 
offline analysis capabilities aid in trending and anomaly 
detection.

Comprehensive analytics allow you to:

• Compare the current run with a previous run or to the test 
benchmark.

• View network breakdown metrics and transaction 
summaries.

• Create different dashboard layouts for different stakeholders 
who may access the test.

• Create a convenient configuration of your graphs based on 
your own needs.

• Overall, manage data better and organize metrics for easier 
manipulation.

With LoadRunner Enterprise, we can 
run tests much faster than before 
and have introduced a change-
driven approach, where we test 
what we need, reducing engineering 
time. We arrive in the morning to 
comprehensive test reports and  
can quickly determine the success  
of	our	testing	efforts.

Case study ›

“
Colin	Griffiths
Performance Engineering Manager
Sky

https://www.microfocus.com/media/case-study/sky-with-adm-cs.pdf
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Figure 4 - Comprehensive 
Analytics—Grafana reporting

Figure 5 - LoadRunner Cloud 
Dashboard

Comprehensive analytics and data 
visualization across the LoadRunner Family.

Figure 6 - LoadRunner 
Enterprise Dashboard

Figure 7 - LoadRunner 
Professional Controller
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To keep pace with our company’s 
rapid growth, Micro Focus helped 
us move from siloed environments 
managed with disparate test teams, 
to full visibility and end-to-end 
integrated test automation.

LoadRunner solutions 
are outdated.

LoadRunner family continues to innovate 
with regular releases.

Myth 08 Fact

To ensure that all solutions are up to your expectations, we 
continually enhance LoadRunner solutions. Our 100% cloud 
solution brings new capabilities to market every nine weeks, 
while our on-premises and collaborative solutions offer 
enhancements on a quarterly basis.   

Recent innovations include a streamlined architecture and 
modernized controller for ease of use, an improved user 
experience for VuGen, and additional analysis reports. 
Continual enhancements improve scripting from TruClient 
browser updates and client-side measurements to DevWeb 
enhancements.   

The LoadRunner family does not just deliver a load testing 
solution, but it also delivers a complete performance 
engineering solution. Continued innovation and expanded 
integration through consistent releases ensure our support 
for third-party and open source tools stay updated. These 
ongoing features and enhancements—as well as an open 
architecture—allows LoadRunner solutions to evolve.

So don’t believe any negative rumors about the LoadRunner 
family being outdated. Meet the needs of your DevOps 
teams by integrating with CI/CD pipeline engines, IDE tools 
for shift-left testing, APM, and support for open source tools.

Leon Van Niekerk
SQA Manager

What’s New in the LoadRunner 
Family Webinar 2020

What’s New in the 
LoadRunner Family 2021 

Watch the webinar › Watch the webinar ›

“ Figure 8 - LoadRunner Family*Not all  
protocols are   
supported across  
 all products.
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https://www.brighttalk.com/webcast/8653/456070?utm_campaign=knowledge-feed&utm_source=brighttalk-portal&utm_medium=web
https://www.brighttalk.com/webcast/8653/462184?utm_campaign=add-to-calendar&utm_medium=calendar&utm_source=brighttalk-transact
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Now that you have a better understanding 
of LoadRunner family innovations, let us 
help you adopt the latest version or move 
to the cloud. 
Take advantage of recent enhancements that deliver smarter 
insights and tighter collaboration. LoadRunner solutions also 
help your organization build a performance engineering practice 
that scales.

Feel free to share this with colleagues who need help separating 
fact from fiction when it comes to the LoadRunner family. It’s 
good to be on the same page.

Interested in learning more about 
the LoadRunner Family?

Explore	benefits	
and capabilities ›

Read about the  
latest innovations ›

Get help with your 
LoadRunner solution ›

Select a trial or 
request a demo ›

https://www.microfocus.com/en-us/portfolio/performance-engineering/overview
https://www.microfocus.com/en-us/portfolio/performance-engineering/overview
https://community.microfocus.com/adtd/tags/Performance%2bTesting?labels
https://community.microfocus.com/adtd/tags/Performance%2bTesting?labels
https://admhelp.microfocus.com/admhelp/Content/AdmHelpCenter.htm
https://admhelp.microfocus.com/admhelp/Content/AdmHelpCenter.htm
https://www.microfocus.com/en-us/products
https://www.microfocus.com/en-us/products
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